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Abstract: 
Computing data cubes requires the aggregation of measures over arbitrary combinations of 
dimensions in a data set. Efficient data cube evaluation remains challenging because of the 
potentially very large sizes of input datasets (e.g., in the data warehousing context), the well-
known curse of dimensionality, and the complexity of queries that need to be supported. This 
paper proposes a new dynamic data structure called SST (Sparse Statistics Trees) and a novel, in-
teractive, and fast cube evaluation algorithm called CUPS (Cubing by Pruning SST), which is 
especially well suitable for computing aggregates in cubes whose data sets are sparse. SST only 
stores the aggregations of non-empty cube cells instead of the detailed records. Furthermore, it 
retains in memory the dense cubes (a.k.a. iceberg cubes) whose aggregate values are above a 
threshold. Sparse cubes are stored on disks. This allows a fast, accurate approximation for 
queries. If users desire more refined answers, related sparse cubes are aggregated. SST is 
incrementally maintainable, which makes CUPS suitable for data warehousing and analysis of 
streaming data. Experiment results demonstrate the excellent performance and good scalability 




In the past decade there has been continuous interest by the research community on data 
warehousing, OLAP (On-line Analytical Processing) and data cubes [5, 6, 9]. How to compute 
and store data cubes is of particular importance. Since most OLAP queries involve only 
aggregates in the form of group-bys or cube-bys instead of detailed information, we call these 
types of queries cube queries. These queries compute the aggregates (SUM, COUNT, M1N, 
MAX, etc.) of measures over an arbitrary combination of the dimensions and their hierarchical 
levels. For example, if a retail warehouse contains three dimensions, time, location, and product, 
a cube query could be “How many computers are sold in Raleigh, NC and Atlanta, GA between 
January and March of year 2001?” 
 
Efficient computation of data cube is a fundamental and required function in analytical 
applications. It forms the basis for generating various reports and for complex data analysis. 
Moreover, efficient data cube computation has important applications in designing a new bred of 
data mining algorithms. The new SST data structure exhibits the following important advantages 
over existing approaches: 
 Efficiency: SST only stores aggregations (instead of detail records) and dense data cubes. After 
initialisation of SST by one pass of data, accurate approximation can be instantly obtained 
without any I/O operations. 
 Interactive: users can refine their query answers or stop evaluation at any time. 
 Self-indexing: the dense cubes stored in in-memory SST and the sparse cubes stored on disk are 
all already sorted automatically. This eliminates the large overhead of indexing the data cubes or 
views. 
 Scalable: CUPS can deal with many dimensions and large domain sizes. It is scalable in large 
number of records. In addition, CUPS is easily modified to parallel algorithms. 
 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related work is summarized in section 2. In 
sections 3 and 4, we present the data structure of SST and the cube query processing algorithms. 
The results of the performance experiments are given in section 5. Concluding remarks are 
provided in Sec. 6. 
 
2. Related Work 
The literature related to OLAP and data cube is rich. To deal with the sparse data, Yihong Zhao 
et al. proposed the chunking method and sparse data structure for sparse chunks [20]. Sanjay 
Goil and Alok Choudhary proposed PARS1MONY to parallelize MOLAP for better 
performance [8]. Also in the MOLAP camp, CubiST (Cubing with Statistics Trees) for the first 
time computes and maintains all the data cubes including supercubes together in one compact 
data structure called statistics tree (ST) for dense data [21]. ST is a static data structure. Once the 
dimensions and their domain sizes are given, the tree configuration is determined irrespective to 
the contents of the records. When ST can fit into memory, CubiST is an excellent choice. But in 
most real world applications, the requirement that the whole ST fit into memory is unrealistic. 
CUPS addresses this major drawback of scalability so that it is especially scalable and suitable 
for sparse data. To optimise the cube queries that have constraints on arbitrary hierarchy levels, 
[22] selects and materializes a family of statistics trees for dense data. CUPS is interactive, 
which is a very attractive feature in data exploration and data streaming applications. In addition, 
in this paper we will address the I/O issues (e.g. paging and matching) that papers [21, 22] did 
not. 
 
Materialized views are commonly used to speedup cube queries. A greedy algorithm over the 
lattice structure to choose views for materialization is given [12]. Other views can be computed 
from them on-the-fly. View maintenance problem is addressed by [14, 10, 19, 16]. Bitmap and 
B
+
-tree are two popular indexing schemes that are used by most systems. Bitmap is suitable for 
dimensions with small number of values. Encoded bitmap is an improvement for large domain 
size dimensions [7]. B
+
-tree is an indexing structure for dimensions with large cardinalities. B
+
-
tree is one- dimensional structure while SST is multidimensional. 
 
Another method is to restrict cubing only on group-bys that use HAV1NG COUNT(*) > X, 
where X is greater than some threshold [4]. K. Beyer and R. Ramakrishnan develop a new 
algorithm BUC (Bottom-Up Cubing) to solve the new minsup-cube problem. Similar to some 
ideas in [17], BUC builds the CUBE bottom-up; i.e., it builds the CUBE by starting from a 
group-by on a single attribute, then on two attributes, and so on. BUC belongs to the ROLAP 
camp, focusing on the row operations e.g. sorting. External sorting and large intermediate files 
slow down this type of algorithms. Another major drawback of BUC is that it is not 
incrementally maintainable. 
 
T. Johnson and D. Shasha [13] propose cube trees and cube forests for cubing. SST differs from 
cube trees in that it stores all the aggregates in the leaves and internal nodes contain special star 
pointers. Due to the complexity and long response times, some algorithms give a quick 
approximation instead of an exact answer that requires much more time. Sampling is often used 
in estimations [11, 3]. Vitter and Wang use wavelets to estimate aggregates for sparse data [18]. 
An interesting idea of relatively low cost is to refine self-tuning histograms by using feedback 
from query execution engine [2]. However, the loss of accuracy in this algorithm is unacceptable 
for high skewed data. 
 
3. Sparse Statistics Trees 
3.1 Tree Structure 
SSTs are multi-way trees with k+1 levels, where k is the number of dimensions. Each level 
corresponds to a dimension except the last level. The root is at level 0. The leaves on the last 
level (i.e. level k) contain aggregates. The internal nodes are used to direct the access paths for 
the queries. A node at level h (h = 0, 1, ..., k-1) contains (index, pointer) pairs. The indexes 
represent the domain values of the corresponding dimension and the pointers direct query paths 
to the next level. An additional special index value called star value represents the ALL value of 
dimension h; the corresponding star pointer is used to direct the path to the next level for a cube 
query that has no constraints for dimension h. 
 
All leaves are automatically sorted and indexed by the corresponding root-to-leaf paths. SST 
stores the full cube (i.e. containing all data cubes) in its leaves if it fits in memory. In the 
example SST of Fig. 1, there are three dimensions and the domain value indexes are labelled 
along their corresponding pointers. Leaves shown in boxes contain the aggregation values of the 
paths from the root to the leaves. Without loss of generality, in this paper we implement COUNT 
function. Other aggregation functions e.g. SUM needs only minor changes. Data cubes with no 
or few stars consume most of the storage space but are rarely queried. When main memory is 
exhausted, these sparse cubes will be cut off and stored on disk. In this sense, SST makes opti-
mal usage of memory space and is used to speed up most frequent queries. Another important 
observation is that SST represents a super view, binding all the views (or arrays) with different 
combinations of dimensions together into one compact structure. As a MOLAP data structure, 
SST preserves the advantages of ROLAP in the sense that it only stores nonempty data cubes in 
summary tables for sparse data. 
 
3.2 Dynamic Generation and Maintenance of the SST Tree 
The SST is dynamically generated. While scanning, the input records are inserted into the tree 
one by one. Whenever a new record is inserted, starting from the root for the first dimension, 
we first search its index fields. If the index is already there, we simply follow its pointer to the 
next level node. If not, a new node will be created as its child and a new entry of (index, 
pointer) pair will be inserted. If necessary, a new child is also created for the star index entry. 
At the same time we always follow the star pointer to the next level. 
 
We proceed recursively until level k-1 is reached. The SST after inserting the first record (6, 9, 
5) and the second record (20, 1, 3) is shown in Fig. 1. The newly created or accessed pointers 
are shown in dashed arrows. The pseudo-code of inserting one record into SST is shown in Fig. 
2 by calling recursive function insert(root, 0, record). To generate SST, we first create a root 
with an empty list and then repeatedly insert all the input records. 
 
 
Even though SST only stores the nonempty aggregates, it may still not fit in memory at some 
point during the insertion process. Our strategy is to cut sparse leaves off and store them on disks 
so that they can be retrieved later to refine answers. 
 
3.3 Cutting Sparse Nodes and Generating Runs 
The total number of nodes in the SST is maintained during the construction and maintenance. 
Once it reaches a certain threshold (we say, SST is full), a cut phase starts. One idea is to cut off 
sparse leaves whose COUNT values are less than a threshold minSupp. 
 
Continuing the example of Fig. 1, two more records (6, 9, 3) and (20, 9, 3) are inserted (Fig. 3). 
If we set minSupp to 2, all the nodes and pointers shown in the dashed sub-graphs will be cut. 
Notice that when a node (e.g., B) has no children (i.e., has an empty list) after cut, it must also be 
cut and its pair entry in its parent (e.g., A) should be deleted. All memory space resulting from 
cut is reclaimed for later use. All the leaves being cut are stored on disk in the form of (path, 
aggregation) pairs, where 
 
 
path is the root-to-leaf index combination and aggregation in our example is the COUNT value. 
All the pairs resulting from the same cut phase form a run, which are naturally sorted by paths. 
 
4. Evaluation of Ad-Hoc Cube Queries 
4.1 Approximate Query Evaluation through SST 
From any cube query over k dimensions, we extract the constrained domain values and store 
them using k vectors v0, v1, ..., vk-1, each for a dimension. If dimension i is absent, vi contains one 
single ALL value. We call these vectors selected value sets (SVS) of the query. Starting from the 
root of SST, our algorithm follows along the paths directed by the SVS until it will encounter 
related leaves. If a path stops at a node n at level s where the s
th
 domain value is not in the index 
list of n, the algorithm returns 0 because there is no dense cube for this path. The aggregation of 
the visited leaves is returned to users as an approximation. We discuss the methods for refining 
query answers in the next subsection. 
 
In our running example, suppose a cube query COUNT (*; {1, 9}; {3, 5}) is submitted and the 
SST shown in Fig. 4 is used to evaluate the query. We first compute its SVS: v0 = {*}, v1 = {1, 
9}, and v2 = {3, 5}. Starting from the root, follow the star pointer to the next level node. The path 
stops because the first domain value of v1 (=1) is not in the list. The query result is still 0. Check 
the second value of v2 and follow the pointer corresponding to its index 9. Further tracking along 
the pointer for 3 leads to the fall-off leaf (the matched path *-9-3 is shown in dashed lines). After 
adding it up, the result becomes 2. Following the pointer of the next value of v3 does not lead to a 
match. A quick approximate query result of 2 is returned. Next, we can refine the result by 
matching the paths with the runs generated in Sec. 3.3. The result is updated from 2 to 3 (after 
aggregating path *-1-3 in the run), and finally to the exact answer 4 (after aggregating path *-9-
5). 
 
4.2 Interactively Refining Query Answers 
When the run files are large and the queries involve a large number of data cubes, retrieving and 
aggregating the related sparse cubes are nontrivial. The cubes are accessed by the paths defined 
by v0 x v1× ... x vk-1 from SVS. We store them in a vector Q_cube. For each run, refining query 
answers becomes a problem of matching the cubes in Q_cube with the (path, value) pairs stored 
in the run file and aggregate those matched cubes as the refinement for this run. Of course, it is 
inefficient to scan the run file for matches with Q_cube. Instead, we segment the run file into 
pages and only retrieve the matched pages. During the run generation, a pageTable is created and 
stored in memory. The entries of pageTable are the cube paths of the first cube of each page. 
 
5. Simulation Results 
5.1 Setup for Simulation 
We have conducted comprehensive experiments on the performance of our CUPS algorithms by 
varying the number of records, and the degrees of data skew in a comparison with BUC. We 
decided to use BUC since the performance of BUC was better than its closest competitor 
MemoryCube. We have implemented BUC based on a description given in the paper [4]. 
However, this paper only implements the internal BUC. That is, it assumes that all the partitions 
are in the memory. Obviously, this is not adequate since in real world applications the space for 
the partitions and other intermediate results easily exceed the common available memory. 
Therefore, to investigate its overall behaviour including I/O operations we implement both 
internal BUC and external BUC. All experiments were conducted on a Dell Precision 330 with 
1.7GHZ CPU, 256MB memory, and the Windows 2000 operating system. 
 
5.2 Varying Number of Records 
We first use uniformly distributed random data over five dimensions with cardinality of 10 each. 
The number of records increases from 50, 000 to 1,000,000 (data set sizes from 1megabytes to 
20 megabytes). Correspondingly, the data density (defined as the average number of records per 
cell) increases from 0.5 to 10. The threshold minSupp and available memory are set to 2 and 10 
megabytes respectively. The pattern of runtimes is the same for larger parameters and data sets. 
The runtimes are shown in Fig. 5. CUPS is about 2-4 times faster than BUC. The runtimes are 
the times for computing the data cubes. 
 
5.3 Varying Degrees of Data Skew 
In this set of experiments, instead of using uniform data sets we change the degrees of data skew. 
Real world data sets are often highly skewed. For example, the number of computers sold in 
Chicago, 1L last month was probably much higher than in Greensboro, NC. Our data sets all 
contain 100,000 records and have 5 dimensions with the same size of 20. The average data 
density is 1/32. 
 
To control the degree of data skew, we use a measure skew—rate which is the percentage of input 
records that have values in 0 - skew—max for all dimensions, where skew—max is a parameter 
(we fixed it to 5 in the experiments). The rest of records have random values within domain 
ranges (0-19 in our example). The larger skew—rate and the smaller skew_max are, the more 
skewed the data set is. The test results of using skew—rate from 0.1 to 0.9 are show in Fig. 6. For 
very sparse and skewed data sets, the performance of CUPS is significantly better than BUC. Al-
though the data is very sparse, some regions and subspaces are still dense. 
 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we presented a new data structure called SST. Based on SST, new cubing 
algorithm CUPS has been given. This method deals with data sparseness by only storing 
nonempty cubes and retaining only dense cubes in memory. Duplicate records are aggregated 
into leaves without storing the original data even the record Ids. For complex relational databases 
with high dimensionality and large domain sizes, to free more space, the algorithm dynamically 
cuts out high-dimensional sparse units that are rarely or never queried. Our optimal one-pass 
initialization algorithm and internal query evaluation algorithm ensure fast set-up and instant 
responses to the very complex cube queries. Our paging and “zigzag” matching techniques 
speedup the query refinement computation. Comparisons with the BUC algorithms have 
confirmed the benefits and good scalability of CUPS. 
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